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Information
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Spelling List
6th grade
dessert
moral
lying
formally
bazaar
conscious
emigrate
imminent
5th grade
echo
coupon
barrette
petite
buffet
crochet
alphabet
matinee

Grade: 5th and 6th grade
Teacher Name: Mrs. Bodle
Weeks Of: May 20-24, 2019

#35
hardy
morale
personal
formerly
precede
conscience
sympathy

bouquet
safari
depot
denim
gazette
chorus
encore
premiere

desert
hearty
laying
personnel
bizarre
proceed
immigrate
empathy
eminent
ballet
cassette
portrait
courtesy
brunette
khaki
essay
collage
embarrass

Quizzes, Tests, and Homework:
Monday: none
spelling
Tuesday: none
none 
Wednesday: 5th English quiz
spelling and science ws 17
Thursday: none
spelling and study science sections 1+2
Friday: spelling test
study science sections 1+2

Other Items: (Special Projects, Reminders, Dates...)
Tuesday: Kennywood  Please report to the school by 6:25 AM. The bus will leave at 6:30 AM. Breakfast and supper
are provided. Students may wear shorts that measure no higher than 2” above the knee. A pillow on the bus is
permitted. 5-8 grade students will be accompanied with a chaperone.
Wednesday: lab and chapel 
Students were assigned a book report that compares a book with a movie based on the book, or vise-a-versa,
on Tuesday, April 23. This book report is due Monday, May 20.

Contract #35

***ALL WORK NEEDS TO BE IN CURSIVE. ***
I hereby promise that I, ______________________________________, will have completed the spelling
contract requirements by Friday, May 24th, regardless of a school absence or cancellation due to
weather or another event. I understand that all spelling work must be neat. I acknowledge that any
illegible work will be completed again. I will find someone 9 th grade or older to test me on my spelling
words each night and will have him/her sign next to the date.
Monday: Complete Spelling and Phonics page 222 using the 20 basic words.
May 20
Tested by: ___________________________________
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tuesday: Kennywood! 
May 21
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Wednesday: Complete only the top of Spelling and Writing page 225.
May 22
Tested by: ___________________________________
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thursday: Complete a final pretest. If you get 100%, write 100% on the line. If you spelled words
incorrectly, have the person who tested you write how many words you missed here:_____________

Write the missed word(s) 5 times each and staple to the packet. Make sure all work for this packet is
together. Turn it into the basket when you come into school the following morning.
May 23
Tested by: ___________________________________

Name: _______________________________

Score:____________

5th-8th Book and Movie Comparison and Opinion Book Report

element

4

3

2

1

Credits- Title of
book, book’s
author, Title of
movie, and
movie’s director

All 4 elements
are given.

3 of the
elements are
given.

2 of the
elements are
given.

1 element is
given.

Differences

3 differences
are given
between the
book and movie.

2 differences
are given
between the
book and movie.

1 difference is
given between
the book and
movie.

A statement is
given that the
book and movie
were different
without further
explanation.

Similarities

3 similarities
are given
between the
book and movie.

2 similarities
are given
between the
book and movie.

1 similarity is
given between
the book and
movie.

A statement is
given that the
book and movie
were similar
without further
explanation.

Opinion and
Support

2 opinions are
given with at
least 1
additional
sentence of
support for each
opinion.

2 opinions are
given without at
least 1
additional
sentence of
support for each
opinion.

1 opinion is
given with at
least 1
additional
sentence of
support for the
opinion.

1 opinion is
given without at
least 1
additional
sentence of
support for the
opinion.

CUPSCapitalization,
Usage,
Punctuation,
and Spelling

There are 0-2
CUPS errors.

There are 3-5
CUPS errors.

There are 6-8
CUPS errors.

There are 9 +
CUPS errors.

